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Colors

The fraternity colors are red, purple and gold. The actual Pantone 
Matching System (PMS) colors have been changed over time to 
facilitate more practical usage. 

Official PMS colors. The duller gold was probably intended to be metallic ink or foil 
stamped, and later matched in non-metallic ink.

Alternate gold and purple colors were added app. 2006. The brighter gold is use-
ful as a highlight, and contrasts well with the red and gives energy to the purple. 
The slightly darker purple serves as a more useful background color, and doesn’t 
vibrate as much on screen in web and other non-print uses.

PMS 485

PMS 123

PMS 118

PMS 525

PMS 527



The fraternity logotype is modified Bodoni. In the last decade, the 
official fonts were changed from Garamond and Frutiger to more 
modern and less ubiquitous Worldwide and Brown.

Typography

Sigma Phi Epsilon: This fraternity will be different.

Sigma Phi Epsilon: This fraternity will be different.

Sigma Phi Epsilon: This fraternity will be different.

Sigma Phi Epsilon: This fraternity will be different.

Sigma Phi Epsilon: This fraternity will be different.

The cardinal principles are Virtue, Diligence, and Brotherly Love. 

The cardinal principles are Virtue, Diligence, and Brotherly Love.

The cardinal principles are Virtue, Diligence, and Brotherly Love.

The cardinal principles are virtue, Diligence, and Brotherly Love.
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The cardinal principles are Virtue, Diligence, and Brotherly Love.
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Brown



Logos

The abbreviated SigEp logotype was adopted to give the organiza-
tion a more corporate face, and served to separate the fraternity 
from “frat boy” stereotypes that, particularly post-Animal House, 
were associated with the Greek letters.

The official and primary SigEp logo uses 
two of the three official fraternity colors, 
red and purple.

Equally-acceptable SigEp logo using one of the official fraternity colors. The all-red 
or all-white versions are more widely used, in part because it is easier to work with 
on non-white backgrounds than the 2-color version.



The official tagline was modified from “Building Balanced Leaders 
for the World’s Communities” to “Building Balanced Men” and  
adopted at the 2009 Grand Chapter Conclave.

Logo treatment using the current official tagline.

Logos

Horizontal logo treatment using the current official tagline.

Prior to the adoption of the shorter tagline, this logo took inspiration from a line 
from the SigEp charter, “This fraternity will be different...” as a differentiating  
brand statement.



Logos

SigEp has many logos and iconic graphics that are historically  
significant. The Lifetime Responsibility of Brotherhood outlines 
them all.. Symbols shown here are the ones that get used the most 
frequently as logos, graphics or illustrations, whether sanctioned 
or not, by headquarters, chapters, alumni, volunteers and vendors.

The SigEp Crest is often used in place 
of an actual logo. Its components are 
sometimes used as graphics separate 
from the Crest.

The Greek Letters, most often used as a 
logo by undergraduate chapters, as well 
as the Educational Foundation.

The Founders’ Badge, used on member 
jewelry and as an icon to represent 
volunteers.



The Ducal Crown, separated from the 
top of the Crest, is used as an icon 
to represent Alumni. A version of the 
crown also appears on the Pledge pin, 
used by non-Balanced Man chapters.

The Balanced Man logo, created by a 
member of Bill Tragos’ staff, is most  
often used to represent the Balanced 
Man Program. It is often used as a 
graphic or illustration.

Other icons commonly used include the Red Door; the sword; the hour glass; the 
skull and crossbones separate from the Founders’ Badge (not sanctioned); and the 
heart. The Blackburn heart, shown below, was the last official logo for SigEp. It is 
occasionally still used by chapters as a graphic.

Logos



Logos

There are logos or type treatments for many of the initiatives and 
programs that make up the SigEp brand, but there is no cohesive 
system for such marks. Until about a year ago, the leadership pro-
gramming was referred to as “The Leadership Continuum,” which 
has had a few different logos and treatments of its own over the 
years to promote the programming benefits as a whole.

Parts of the SigEp Crest were used for 
the Residential Learning Community 
logo. RLCs are not exclusive to this 
fraternity, so SigEp needed to be  
definitively identified in the logo.  
The presentation is intentionally  
“collegiate.” 

The EDGE logo, done when the program 
was changed from New Member Camp, 
doesn’t use SigEp fonts or colors. The 
logo is frequently used with the SigEp 
logo in red, centered beneath it.



Logos

This type treatment for Ruck has  
been used on promotional and event 
materials and tee shirts. 

The Balanced Man symbol is used as a 
graphic in the Tragos Quest to Greece 
logo. The fine detail in the graphic isn’t 
really suitable for this use. The logo 
uses the colors of the Greek flag instead 
of SigEp colors. 

There is no logo or treatment for Carlson Leadership Academies, other than one 
fabricated for a photo that appeared in a video. 

Every two years, the Grand Chapter Conclave is represented by a unique, theme-
based identity. These logos are used in marketing and event materials, as well as 
identifiers for specific Conclaves through the years, represented on banners that 
are ceremoniously displayed at each Conclave.



Visual language

2007 nametag

Educational 
Foundation 
letterhead

Left to right: Fraternity letterhead, business card, carrier; 
current website (redesign is under way); templated email  
communications.

SigEp’s brand expression has been informally updated in the last 
three years. Devices employed include a red box, holding either 
the logo, photos or type; stripes of the three SigEp colors, with the 
brighter gold as highlight; and transparent color-over-image. This 
technique allows a lot of photography to be used, while utilizing 
Fraternity colors more persuasively to create a look unique to  
SigEp. Previous design schemes used vintage paper backgrounds 
to impart tradition, stability and longevity. 



Visual language

Left to right: Pocket folder cover for  
the Balanced Man brochure, used  
as a marketing tool; Membership  
application; Parent’s Guide; name tag 
template; volunteer recruiting guide;  
covers for program-specific materials 
and handouts.

Interested 
in Sigma Phi 
Epsilon?

S I G M A  P H I  E P S I L O N  |  V I R T U E  |  D I L I G E N C E  |  B R O T H E R L Y  L O V E  

A Sigma Phi Epsilon Leadership Program

Tragos   
Quest to   
 Greece

PARTICIPANT MATERIALS

guide 
to

Parent’sA 

Sigma Phi Epsilon has afforded our son  
an experience of a lifetime. While stressing  
strong academic performance, community 
service involvement and life-long friendships, 
SigEp has motivated our son to be a  
balanced individual. — John and Sandy Albini  

Parents of San Diego State Brother

“Virtually all of Sigma Phi Epsilon’s 
outstanding chapters have 
outstanding alumni boards
and effective chapter counselors. We 
also must emphasize that the national 
fraternity cannot fi x problems at over 
250 chapters.”

Ken Maddox
Oregon State ’75

The Journal of Sigma Phi Epsilon 

sig-v-rcruit-cfo.indd   1 9/1/09   3:59:46 PM



Visual language

Superhead for story here

Headline one serif lorem ipsum
By NAME LASTNAME , Schoolname ’XX

Fap tofu labore, keffiyeh lo-fi artisan sed mixtape. Photo booth exercitation hoodie aesthetic 

salvia assumenda, officia non. Nihil occaecat Austin before they sold out seitan, ad wolf banh 

mi wayfarers lomo sint you probably haven’t heard of them. 

Lo-fi sed quinoa, VHS iphone 
proident nihil 3 wolf moon fap 
synth. Scenester vinyl sunt, 
photo booth quinoa vegan 
elit est nostrud PBR gentrify 
placeat. 

Fap tofu labore, keffiyeh lo-
fi artisan sed mixtape. Photo 
booth exercitation hoodie 
aesthetic salvia assumenda, 
officia non. Nihil occaecat 
Austin before they sold out 
seitan, ad wolf banh mi way-
farers lomo sint you probably 
haven’t heard of them. Sunt 
sint adipisicing mcsweeney’s 
incididunt bicycle rights. 
Commodo shoreditch banksy 
readymade terry richardson, 
do sed. Quis high life enim 
scenester. Ex cosby sweater 
vinyl, elit high life consequat 
portland gluten-free trust 
fund quis dreamcatcher. 

Body subhead style
Fap tofu labore, keffiyeh lo-fi 
artisan sed mixtape. Photo 
booth exercitation hoodie 
aesthetic salvia assumenda, 
officia non. Nihil occaecat 
Austin before they sold 
out seitan, ad wolf banh mi 
wayfarers lomo sint you prob-
ably haven’t heard of them. 
Sunt sint adipisicing mcswee-
ney’s incididunt bicycle rights. 
Commodo shoreditch banksy 
readymade terry richardson, 
do sed. Quis high life enim 
scenester. Ex cosby sweater 
vinyl, elit high life consequat 
portland gluten-free trust fund 
quis dreamcatcher magna 
mollit locavore irure.

Put a bird on it lo-fi you 
probably haven’t heard of 
them, +1 quis id art party ex 
wes anderson iphone ameri-
can apparel. Ullamco fugiat eu 
ethical iphone nostrud marfa, 
butcher do. Ullamco fanny 
pack banh mi yr, DIY gentrify 
ut. Ullamco adipisicing 3 wolf 
moon ea scenester, gen-
trify culpa 8-bit stumptown 
farm-to-table velit. Nostrud 
helvetica portland, id stump-
town freegan cillum. Fap 
tumblr keytar, tofu stump-
town mcsweeney’s helvetica ut 
organic bicycle rights. Cillum 
quis mcsweeney’s, scenester 
nostrud aliquip trust fund 
in gentrify brooklyn beard 
artisan culpa synth.

Laborum echo park viral, 
quis mixtape est magna. 
Hoodie veniam duis vinyl, 
seitan fanny pack mustache 
viral synth echo park trust 
fund quis keytar. 

Body subhead style
Biodiesel ea messenger bag, 
locavore in marfa artisan 
quinoa qui ullamco aute 
laboris deserunt. Tofu 
aesthetic sunt, esse proident 
butcher squid whatever 
ullamco enim banksy organic 
tumblr four loko. Qui mixtape 
ex raw denim freegan minim. 
Pariatur fanny pack excepteur 
vero, culpa placeat id seitan 
voluptate before they sold out 
accusamus. Tempor pitchfork 
aliquip, etsy ethical fugiat elit.

Mixtape aliquip do jean 
shorts tempor messenger bag 
aliqua, bicycle rights sed wolf 
cred veniam photo booth. 

Sidebar headline

Volunteername Here  
Schoolname Here ’XX
Title goes here, CEO and CFO Company 
name and website here

Fap tofu labore, 
keffiyeh lo-fi arti-
san sed mixtape. 
Photo booth exer-
citation hoodie 
aesthetic salvia 
assumenda, 
officia non. 
Nihil occaecat 

Austin before they sold out seitan, 
ad wolf banh mi wayfarers lomo 
sint you probably haven’t heard 
of them. Sunt sint adipisicing 
mcsweeney’s incididunt bicycle 
rights. Commodo shoreditch banksy 
readymade terry richardson, do 
sed. Quis high life enim scenester. 
Ex cosby sweater vinyl, elit high 
life consequat portland gluten-
free trust fund quis dreamcatcher 
magna mollit locavore irure.

Featured Personname Here  
Schoolname Here ’XX
Title goes here, CEO and CFO Company 
name and website here

Nostrud helvet-
ica portland, 
id stumptown 
freegan cillum. 
Put a bird on it 
lo-fi you probably 
haven’t heard 
of them, +1 quis 
id art party ex 

wes anderson iphone american 
apparel. Ullamco fugiat eu ethical 
iphone nostrud marfa, butcher do. 
Ullamco fanny pack banh mi yr, DIY 
gentrify ut. Ullamco adipisicing 3 
wolf moon ea scenester, gentrify 
culpa 8-bit stumptown farm-to-table 
velit. Nostrud helvetica portland, 
id stumptown freegan cillum. Fap 
tumblr keytar, tofu stumptown 
mcsweeney’s helvetica ut organic 
bicycle rights cliche scenester dolor. 
Cillum quis mcsweeney’s, scenester 
nostrud aliquip trust fund in gentrify 
brooklyn beard artisan culpa synth.

Photocaption goes here. Project name and 

Left to right: Interior spread from the SigEp Journal, showing the 
Ducal Crown and Balanced Man symbols as graphics, and the 
three-stripe box denoting standing sections; design template for 
Home Work, a newer publication by the SigEp Housing Corpora-
tion; an ad for the SigEp mentoring program.

Nearly-life sized banners were created 
for Conclave, and reused at program 
functions. These show that it’s possible 
to maintain the color overlay concept  
in a very narrow space, and offer mes-
saging for both intimate and distant 
viewers.



2007 nametag

Educational 
Foundation 
letterhead

Visual language

Bret Harrell cares about the future.
His future. His brothers’ future. Our future. 

Will you help?
SigEp senior Bret Harrell became a donor to the Foundation as a sophomore. 
At the 2009 Conclave, he pledged to “do whatever I can to return the favor.”
Give to the Foundation’s Annual Fund to ensure that the men following in 
your footsteps are prepared to lead and improve the future.

Sigma Phi Epsilon 
Educational Foundation
Give online at www.sigepfoundation.org/future, 
or call 804-421-GPA1 (4721).

Bret Harrell, Nebraska-Omaha ’12, learned lessons about life 
and his chapter at SigEp’s leadership programs including 

the 2011 Tragos Quest to Greece (pictured here). 

sef-future-pc-cfo.indd   1 10/27/11   11:42:22 AM

Staff 
Doug Scheibe
 Executive Director 

804-612-1409 
Doug.Scheibe@sigep.net

Susan Ilch
 Gift and Grant Coordinator 

804-612-1400 
Susan.Ilch@sigep.net

Sean Cosgrove
 Director of Development  

513-519-1919 
Sean.Cosgrove@sigep.net

Laurie Ursiny
 Director of Donor Relations 

804-612-1416 
Laurie.Ursiny@sigep.net

Sigma Phi Epsilon 
Educational Foundation

 Zollinger House 
310 South Boulevard 
Richmond, VA 23220 
Phone: 804-421-GPA1 (4721) 
Fax: 804-353-4825 
Foundation.Info@sigep.net 
www.sigepfoundation.org

February 2011

CONNECT WITH 
BROTHERS AND GIVE 

ONLINE AT…

www.sigepfoundation.org

Board of Trustees

Arthur J. Hurt, III
President

Scott H. Bice 
Secretary/Treasurer

Ryan M. Brennan
Vice President of Development

Scott A. Baxter
Alphonce J. Brown, Jr.
Mark W. Davis
Donald W. Hudler
Jeffery L. Johnson
Troy P. Queen
Douglas D. Scheibe
Bobby S. Shackouls
William G. Tragos

Difference-makers | Changing lives with their time, talent and treasure

WILLIAM A. SCHREYER 
Pennsylvania State ’48;  Chairman Emeritus 
Sigma Phi Epsilon Educational Foundation; Board 
of Governors member; Member of the Hall of 
Honor giving level, Donor since 1976

By CHUCK WHITE, Western Michigan ’62, Retired Executive 
Director, Sigma Phi Epsilon Educational Foundation

I will always remember Bill, his 

smile, our quiet conversations, and 

his optimism; his great love for Sigma Phi Epsilon 

where he spent some of his most formative years with 

people he never lost contact with; and his unconditional 

confidence in the undergraduate SigEps. 

Sigma Phi Epsilon mourns  
the loss of Bill Schreyer

our alumni like Bob Stempel, 
Chairman of General Motors 
and Red Poling, Chairman of 
Ford Motors. People responded 
to a call from Bill Schreyer.

Most personally rewarding 
to me was the quiet time we 
would have after work, at 
Conclaves and special events 
we attended together. Bill 
always liked to reflect on 
what took place and what we 
had learned. I always looked 
forward to him saying, “Chuck 
let’s get a Smirnoff and talk.” 
That was not always a certain 
sign we were going to have a 
nice quiet time. I remember 
clearly once in Dallas as we 
were leaving a Board meeting 
to review progress on the 
Campaign for the Heart he 
said he wanted to talk. His 
message that day was the 
concern of the Board with 
the Campaign’s progress. He 
conveyed that message with 
great clarity and then he added 
his own thoughts. He told me 
that he was not disappointed 
because he knew how hard it 
was to raise money and he had 
complete faith that working 
together we would be success-
ful. His optimism and his 
always keeping the big picture 
in view prevailed and we ended 
up having the most successful 
campaign of any Fraternity to 
that point in time.

What I learned from Bill 
was to live in the big picture 
and always work with the  
possibilities. He had a unique  
leadership style that increased 
enthusiasm and brought 
his team with him to great 
success. He knew that 
pessimists are correct at a 
given point in time but never 
over the long term.

In 1978, after 30 years away 
from active contact with his 
Fraternity, Bill Schreyer re-
engaged. The impetus was the 
Fraternity being made aware 
of what he had accomplished 
building his career at Merrill 
Lynch & Company. He was 
on the fast track to become 
Merrill’s President and was 
nominated to be a recipient of 
the Sigma Phi Epsilon Citation 
for Career Achievement. He 
accepted his nomination and 
attended the 1979 Conclave in 
Cincinnati. At Merrill Lynch he 
saw the possibilities in the global 
market place and successfully 
took it there as head of its capital 
markets division in the early 
80s. In 1982 he became Merrill’s 
President and in 1985 Chairman 
and CEO.

I was serving as Executive 
Director of the Fraternity and 
the Foundation at that time and 
therefore, I was responsible for 
his arrangements in Cincinnati. 
Bill was easy to work with, 
very humble and interested 
in all that was going on at the 
Conclave. As a result, he came 
away impressed with SigEp 
undergraduates and Sigma Phi 
Epsilon’s progress. 

Following the Cincinnati 
Conclave Bill joined the Sigma 
Phi Epsilon Educational 
Foundation Board of Trustees 
and immediately developed a 
friendship with Curt Carlson. 
In 1981, at the same time he 
was becoming Merrill’s leader, 
he agreed to be Chairman 
of the Sigma Phi Epsilon 
Foundation, but only if Curt 
Carlson would be his Vice 
Chairman. Curt agreed and 
they served together as the 
Foundation’s leaders for 14 
years.

Their close relationship 
continued until Curt’s death. 
Over the years they jointly 
hosted the Board of Governors’ 
dinners at Conclaves and 
created a comedy routine 
that everyone looked forward 
to. They also formed a fund 
raising team which resulted in 
a successful Campaign for the 
Heart that raised $7 million 
between 1991 and 1993. 

I was fortunate to be 
President of the Educational 
Foundation at the time of Bill 
and Curt’s leadership. During 
our Campaign for the Heart, I 
spent many days in Bill’s office 
cultivating donors and arrang-
ing a meeting for me with 

Welcome!
The Sigma Phi Epsilon 

Educational Foundation 
would like to welcome 

the newest members of 
our donor family. Your 
investment in SigEp is 
greatly appreciated.

To view a list of these 
donors, please go to 

www.sigepfoundation.org and 
click on “Donor Family.” 

The SigEp Educational Foundation has historically differentiated 
itself from the Fraternity in its promotions and communications. 
It formerly used a dark green as its brand color. More recently, its 
design scheme ties more uniformly with that of the Fraternity.

Left: Banners  
created for the Foun-
dation for Conclave 
maintain some 
consistency with 
the ones created for 
the Fraternity. The 
SigEp Crest is used 
with type to create 
the appearance of a 
Foundation logo.

Clockwise: Kleos is a newsletter pub-
lished intermittently by the Foundation. 
The flag shows the cast Crest, which is 
often used as a logo for the Foundation; 
a direct mail solicitation; small banners 
designed to promote the Foundation’s 
sponsorship of Leadership Continuum 
programming; the Foundation’s letter-
head, using both the Greek letters and 
the cast Crest.



With over 200 chapters and hundreds of thousands of members, it’s 
no wonder that SigEp’s photo and video arsenal is extraordinary. 
While there are no hard and fast rules on photo selection, these  
guidelines are commonly followed by headquarters.

Choose photos that are high quality, 
with the correct resolution for the out-
put type or end product.

Subject matter and activities depicted 
in photos and videos should represent 
the ideals and principles of the Fraterni-
ty. Sound Mind, Sound Body, and Virtue, 
Diligence & Brotherly Love should be 
evident in any sequence. 

Brothers depicted in a single photo, or 
series of photos, should represent the 
diversity of the Fraternity. This might in-
clude ethnicity, geographic differences, 
physical differences, and age span from 
undergraduate to alumni and volunteer. 

Authentic action shots are better than 
posed shots.

Avoid exhibiting commercial brand 
names, such as on soda cans or  
garments. 

Avoid photos that might embarrass the 
person depicted. 

Avoid showing headquarters staff in 
printed and online materials, unless 
the communication is about the staff. 
Attention should be on the non-staff 
members.

Avoid using photos in which activities 
depicted give even the appearance of 
hazing.

Avoid showing alcohol in any photo.

Visual language: Photos 



Don’t screen the logotype

Don’t fill the counterspaces 

Don’t use the logotype on an illegible  
or busy background 

Don’t switch the order of the colors  
in the logo. “Sig” should be red,  
and “Ep” should be purple.

Logo uses: Don’t

Don’t place type over a Fraternity logo

Don’t add special effects, such as a 
drop shadow, bevel, or flame to an 
approved SigEp mark.

Don’t use decorative fonts in combina-
tion with approved logos. Don’t modify 
the taglines or create new ones.

Don’t combine an approved symbol or 
mark with an unrelated graphic. 

Don’t use the skull and bones for any 
reason separate from the Founders’ 
Badge. 

Don’t modify the SigEp flag in any way.



Visual language: Chapter examples

Chapters struggle with resources and guidelines for producing 
their own marketing materials. They tend to affiliate more strongly 
with their specific chapter/school name, school mascot if there is a 
strong sports presence on campus, and chapter house than any of 
the Fraternity-generated marketing tools. They very much want to 
differentiate themselves not only from other fraternities, but from 
other SigEp chapters. 

New University of Florida 
SigEp website uses their 
school colors as key iden-
tifier, SigEp logo, SigEp 
Crest, chapter house 
photo and school mascot. 
CMS website was devel-
oped professionally, and 
is maintained by alumni 
volunteers.

University of Florida SigEp 
letterhead was recently 
redesigned to mimic the 
official SigEp letterhead.

University of Kansas 
website, recruiting bro-
chure,  mini brochure and 
letterhead were designed 
professionally with heavy 
input from KU. They use a 
mix of school and SigEp 
colors, and lean heavily 
on the school mascot  
and chapter house as  
differentiators. The CMS 
site is maintained by 
alumni and undergradu-
ate volunteers. 



Visual language: Chapter examples

Colorado State University SigEp logo and website,  
designed and maintained by an alumnus volunteer.

New Dartmouth SigEp website, designed and  
maintained by an alumnus volunteer.


